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PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

The purpose of this document is to summarize the procedures employed

and the findings disclosed in the external evaluation of the Correctional

Vocational Education Research Project during Fiscal Year 1977.

The Final Evaluation Report contains the following sections:

I. Focus Of The Project.

IL Role Of The External Evaluator.

III. Evaluation Design Considerations.

IV. Evaluation Within Project Components.

A. Career Goal Component.

B. Instructional Component.

C. Institution/Community College
Articulation Component.

D. Educational Services Component.

E. Research Component.

F. Management Component.

V Summary Of Findings

Activities were carried on within each component to produce a product

or products. Hence, this report includes procedures for data collection,

data analysis and findings relative to process and prockct evaluation in

all six components.

The Final Evaluation Report relates to three sections of the Final

Program Report - (1) Methods of Procedures, (2) Results, and ) Conclusions.
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FOCUS OF THE PROJECT

This Project addressed special vocational education needs of a specific

population - the approximately 130 residents of the Oregon State Correctional

Institution (OSCI ), who are ineligible for vocational educational services

through Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title I, or Law Enforce-

ment Assistance Administration (LEAH) IMPACT programs. This was a research/

demonstration project designed to evaluate existing vocational education pro-

grams offered at OSCI and to provide residents with services such as ability

assessment, employment or orientation, job sampling, career awareness coun-

seling and instruction.

The Project had five stated objectives aimed at achieving the major

outcome = a vocational education program which clearly demonstrates the capa-

bility of community-based training facilities (in this case, a community

college) to provide on-line training in a correctional setting. Differing

effects of degree-oriented/non-degree oriented instruction on residents'

attitudes or career choices were measured. Results of the Project are being

reported to appropriate state and local agencies and the U.S. Office of

Education.

Uniqueness _Of The Populttion

The other approximately 130 residents" whose vocational educational

needs are addressed in this study constitute a unique population. These stu-

dents are, like the other approximately 600 residents at OSCI, primarily young,

first offenders who have been convicted of nonviolent crimes. However, their

being ineligible as clients for ESEA Title I or LEP4 IMPACT programs means that

they are denied resources beyond some help by instructional staff in selecting

appropriate, attainable goals and the preparation/training required for



achievement. Another characteristic of this population is the exceedingly

high rate of turnover. About five residents in the study population cate-

gory are committed per month at OSCI, and about the same number are released,

parolled, placed on work release, or have their status otherwise changed each

month. In effect, then, the study population would change at about a 50% rate

in a year's time. This was true of the 32 comparison group students selected

in the sample for this study and means that longitudinal measures of change

in academic achievement, achievement in vocational courses, career goals and

other factors are greatly constrained. The attrition rate was countered for

in the comparison of pre and post SAT and MAT scores by drawing on pre-project

period test scores for some students who were in VT programs during the Project

period.



ROLE OF THE EXTERNAL EVALUATOR

An objective, external evaluation of the extent to which processes and

product objectives were achieved by the Project as a whole and within each

of the six evaluation components was conducted by Dr. Leo W. Myers, an inde-

pendent educational consultant under contract with Chemeketa Community College,

The contractor was not, and is not, affiliated with the agencies or institu-

tions participating in the Project.

The external evaluation was formative in the sense that there was periodic

input to Project Management throughout the Project period in the form of

quarterly evaluation progress reports and discussions with project staff.

The emphasis, however, was on analysis of processes and products with a view

toward preparing a summative, descriptive report of findings.

Specifically, the External Evaluator has responsibility for:

Consultation on major elements of programmatic and internal

evaluation.

.
Cooperative development with Project staff of an Evaluation

Plan.

.
Development or selection of evaluation instruments and metho-

dologies and implementation of their use

.
In-depth interviews with representatives of five audience__

Project staff, resident students, OSCI instructional staff,

other Corrections Division staff and Chemeketa Community

College staff.

.
Analysis of evaluation data collected.

.
Preparation of quarterly evaluation progress reports Sept. 30,

1976, Dec. 31, 1976 and March 31, 1977, and a Final Evaluation

Report June 30, 1977.

Six data collection procedures were used by the External Evaluator:

I. Interviews

With OSCI Instructional Staff..., .....

b. With Chemeketa Instructional Staff...................5



c. With Case Study Resident Students_ 9

d. With Comparison Group Resident Students

1) College Group.. .. .. ............ 10

2) Institution Group ...10

e. Project Staff............... . ......... . .6666

f. Other Corrections Division Staff......... . .

Total Number Of Interviews 54

Copies of the Interview Guides used by the External Evaluator with staff

and students appear in Appendices A and B respectively.

2. Observations

a. Classroom 10

b. Counselor/Student Discussions 2°

Total Number Of Observations 30

Case Studies

Six case study students were selected for repeated interviews and

records examination during the project year. Two students were

selected in each of the following three categories:

. Less than 5th grade level in achievement on the Stanford
Achievement Test or Metropolitan Achievement Test.

5th to 8th grade levee.

. Above 8th grade level.

Instructors' Self - Ratings

The evaluator interviewed each of four OSCI vocational training (VT)

instructors twice to ascertain the extent to which the instruct

were committed to, oriented to and had achieved the integration of

Chemeketa Community College (CCC) syllabi with the OSCI syllabi.

Both content and methodoligies of interaction were considered by

the instructor in their self-ratings.

8



Resident Students' Ratina

In the interviews with resident students the external evaluator

sought their views toward their VT courses including college

course content, their views about their own progress and their

opinions about the comparative career development potential of

VT courses for institutional certificates vs. integrated CCC/VT

courses.

Anal sis Of Sam-1 s Of Resident Students' Pro ects Or Other Out

In Four Vocational Educational I,- o ams



III. EVALUATION DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This Final Evaluation Report follows the format and content of the

Evaluation Plan prepared cooperatively by the External Evaluator and Project

Staff in August 1976. The Evaluation Plan and Final Evaluation Report are

tied directly to the five major Project objectives stated in the approved

proposal. For evaluative purposes, these objectives were organized into

five components:

A. Career Goal Component.

B. Instructional Component.

C.. Institutional Community College Articulation Component.

D. Educational Services Component.

E. Research Component.

Sub-objectives stated for each of the five major objectives will serve

as the functions listed under each evaluation component. A sixth component,

F. Management Component, will be concerned with the functions usually asso-

ciated with project management.

IV. EVALUATION WITHIN PROJECT COMPONENTS

On the pages that follow, an Evaluation Matrix is presented for each

Project Component that lists the functions, the evaluative questions asked

of each function, the evaluative procedures used to gain answers to these

questions and the findings.

10



EVALUATION MATRIX

LEeir3491kPIit

Objective: "Oevelopment of attainable career goals for each student"

Career Coal Function

A 1, Through counseling, instruction

a Career Information System

(CIS) terminal etc., provide

career awareness services to

the total OSCI population,

giving residents an oppor-

tunity to explore the world

of work; making a choice of

careers; developing knowledge,

understanding and the ability

to synthesize the competencies

needed to achieve success in a

meaningful career.

Evaluative is

1,1 What is the scope and sequency

of these services? Now is

record kept of each individ-

ual's having been provided

the services? How many and

what kinds of staff are In

volved? Now does a resident

demonstrate that he has the

knowledge and abilities that

accrue from his having been

provided these services; what

is the rate of use of the CIS

terminal? What were outcomes

of use? What did students do

with the information?

Evaluative Procedures Findings

1.1.1 Each of the students interviewed had

used the CIS terminal. Most found

assistance with selecting new career

goals or having their present career

goal confirmed. About half the stu-

dents identified academic as well as

vocational needs as a result of using

Career Information Services (CIS).

Even more effective than CIS, though,

is the individual attention given to

each student's career needs and poten-

tials and even advice relative to

occupational opportunities and place-

ment by the VT instructors,

Records of each student's career aware-

ness accomplishments are recorded by

the counselor on the RESIDENT'S CAREER

PROGRAM ASSESSMENT FORM (Appendix C).

Students demonstrate career awareness

by their requests for additional infor-

mation from business and industry and

by their work-release educational-

release requests. The nature of their

requests for academic classes e.g,,

in reading and math also reflect their

awareness of having to remove some

educational deficiencies to qualify

for certain occupations. An example

of a completed CAREER PROGRAM ASSESS-

MENT FORM appears in Appendix D,

12
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Career Goal Function

loch individual's plan, his

intenmediate objectives, his

current activities and his

accomplishements will be re-

viewed and evaluated by the

counselor at least every

three months,

3.1 In what format is the individ- 3.1.1.

ual's "plan' and activities and

progress record? does each res.

ident have these? Has counselor

kept on schedule with his/her

reviews end evaluations? What

use is Dade of the counselor's

evaluations?

Evaluative Procedures and Findings

The evaluator examined the career

program assessment form, test and

interview records and progress

records for each of the 38 students

in the study sample (6 case study

students and 6 comparison group

students) and found them to be clear

and complete with the one exception

noted in 2.1.1, above. The counselor

kept on schedule throughout the pro-

ject period with his review and re-

ports. The counselor's records are

used by the OSCI vocational school

office in tracking student activities

and for transcripts and enployer infor-

mation. They are seldom used by VT

instructors, Simi Lary, the SAT,

MAT AND GATB scores are not used by

instructors except occasionally to

check out their own assessments of

students' abilities, interests, or

general potential,

18



EVALUATION 'MATRIX

_lent

give: "Motivate and assist each OKI student to attain his highest level of academic,

vocational, social and economic development",

Instructional Function

1. Following appropriate counsel-

ing and instruction, those reai-

dents scoring below 5.0 an a

standardized test will achieve

a fifth grade level or better

within a period of four months

after entrance in the program.

2 Ninety percent (90%) of those

residents testing between 5.1

and 8.0 grade level will attain

an 8.5 grade level within six

months after entry into the

program.

17

Evak,

1,1)

2 1) What standardized tests were given?

3.1) 8y whom? V) tests include aca-

demic, vocational, social and

economic development aspects as

indicated in the objective above?

Are each resident's learning ob .

jectives specified based on pre,

test scores? May a student chal.

lenge a posttest at any time?

To what extent are each of 1., 2.,

and 3. achieved? What are subsea

quent uses of test data?

Evaluative Procedure s and findings

1.1,1

3,1,1 Standardized tests relative to grade

level placement given each student

in the study sample were the SAT pr

the MAT. Table I shows the results

(except for one student) in terms

of changes in grade level placement

during the project per'iod. An anal-

ysis of Table I indicates the follow-

ing With reference to the three ob.

jectives (81 through 83 in the left

hand column of this page:

8.1. No students in the sample pre-

tested below the fifth grade

level.

This objective was not achieved.

Three students (Nos, 30, 32 and

36 in Table I) attained an 8,5

grade level or above while four

students (Nos, 14, 29, 35 and

37) did not Only 43% of the

students in the sample fa this

category achieved the objective.

18



Instructional Function

Seventy five percent (75) of

those residents testing 8.0 or

better will attain a GED certi

ficate of equivalency or an

Adult High School diploma with-

in six months after entry into

the program.

19
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6,3, This objective was not achieved.

Of 30 students pretesting 8.0

or better, 17 (57%) received

GEO's or adult high school dip-

lomas while 113% did not. It

should be noted that the Project

impact could not have been effect-

ive to any great extent during the

period of time covered by the scores

in Table I, Most of the pretest

scores preceded the project period

and because of attrition and requir-

ed waiting periods between GED test-

ing the Project's full effect could

not be measured as early as the

period ending June 30, 1977. More-

over, it should be recognized that

the objectives in this component

are academic objectives and thus

mainly the burden of the OSCI school

rather than the vocational training

department with which this Project

is primarily concerned.

A student may challenge a MAT or

SAT retest at any time. However,

there are obligatory waiting periods

between retakes of the five tests

for the GEE

The counselor analyzes resident's

achievement scores and recommends

academic assignments. Thus, the

tests help place students but do

not exclude them from either aca-

demic study or vocational training.

20



TABLE

Changes in Standardized Achievement Test Scores

Student No

1

Student Achievement
Test (SAT)

Pretest Post-Test

8.4 8.6

Metropolitan Achievem
Test (MAT)

Prates Post -Test

2 10.4 GED

3 8.8 GED

10.3 GED

USAFI
GED

5 9.2 GED

7 9.7 GED

8.0 GED

9 9.0 9.5

10 9;4 GED

11 10.9 GED

12 10.8 10.9

10.8 GED

14 5.5 6.0

15 10.5

15 8.9 GED

17 10.1

18 12.1 GED

19 10.5

20 9.1 9.4

1/Working on adult high school diplomas

2/College classes recommended.



Student No.

21

22

23

Pretest Post-Test Pretest

10.2

10.8

10.0

Post-Test

2/

GED

GED

24 10.7
1/

25 8.4 9.0

26 10.7 GED
H Grad

27 11.0

28 9.6 9.6

29 5.3 5.7

30 7.7 8.5

31 10.0 GED

32 7.9 8.8

33 10.2 10.6
Adult H.S.

34 10.4 Diploma

35 6.8 7.5

36 8.0 8.8

37 6.8

1/Working on adult high school diploma.

2/College classes recommended.

3/Drop-no effort or progress for 3 months.



EVALUATION MATRIX

C. Institution/Community College Articulation Component

Objective: "Articulation of institution vocational education program with community college

technical programs and vocational technical institutes to improve skill training".

Articulation Function uative

C 1. Coordinate curriculum and instru- 1.1)

ction of Chemeketa Community 21) Who coordinates and how? Why

College (CCC) with Oregon State were these five areas selec-

Penitentiary (OSP) and OSCI in ted?

five designated vocational areas:

Electronic Engineering Technician,

Automotive Technician, Drafting

Technician, Data Processing Tech-

nician and Welding, during the

first three months of the pro-

ject.

C 2. Maintain orientation, coopera-

tion and coordination between

instructors and supervisors of

both agencies for project dura-

tion.

23

Evaluative procedures and Findings

1 1 1

241,1. Coordination was by Mr. Michael P.

Martin, Coordinator of Corrections

Education at CCC, and Mr, Ken

Loftin, counselor at OSCI, plus

about .25 FIE for clerical assis-,

tance. The five VT areas were

selected because CCC and OSCI both

have them and CCC cannot certify

any program for college credit that

CCC does not teach.

Coordination and orientation was

through three meetings attended by

all instructional staff from both

institutions, and individual meet-

ings on curriculum by VT area. Dur-

ing the first two months the curric-

ulum in CCC and OSCI were analyzed

and similarities were identified.

(Appendix F gives an example of this

process as integration of the OSCI

VT courses and CCC courses began.

The diagram on Page 4 of Appendix F

is particularly illustrative).

Interaction between CCC instructors

and OSCI instructors took place

between these individuals:



TABLE II

ASSOCIATE SCIENCES DEGREE PROGRAM:

FALL TERM 1976: 24 courses offered

Unduplicated Enrollment: 30 students

Duplicated Enrollment: 162 students

All full-time students in the following Vocational Training Shops as indicated
below:

Welding 11 students enrolled in full-Vim courses

Drafting 8 students enrolled in full-time courses

Graphic Arts 5 students enrolled in full-time courses

Radio & TV 6 students enrolled in full-time courses

WINTER TERM 1976: 29 courses offered

Unduplicated Enrollment: 45 students

Duplicated Enrollment: 136 students

All full-time students in the following Vocational Training Shops as indicated
below:

Welding

Drafting

Graphic Arts

Radio TV

SPRING TERM 1977:

14 students enrolled in full-time courses

.10 students enrolled in full-time courses

12 students enrolled in full-time courses

9 students enrolled in full-time courses

30 courses offered

Unduplicated Enrollment: 24 students

Duplicated Enrollment: 80 students

All full-time students in the following Vocational Training Shops as indicated
below:

Welding

Drafting

Graphic Arts

Radio & TV

5 students enrolled in full-time courses

5 students enrolled in full-time courses

5 students enrolled in full-time courses

9 students enrolled in full-time courses



Articulation Function Evaluative estions

C 4. Upon completion of six terms of 4.1

.skill training at OSP, OSCI,

and/or community college, 50%

of the students will earn Certi-

ficates of Completion or Asso-

ciate Degrees and be able to.

successfully compete in the

labor market.

C With the participation of the 5.1

Oregon State Department of Edu-

cation, CCC, and Oregon Correc-

tions Division (OCD), establish

a procedure for relating addi-

tional institution programs to

complimentary community college

programs by the end of the pro-

ject. This procedure/model

should be transferable to other

states.

What are relationships between

percentages of students earn-

ing certificates or degrees

to the pattern of training they

had? How will one know whether

a student will be able to "suc.

cessfully" compete in the labor

market.

Has the procedure been estab.

lished? What is the nature of

it? What are the criteria for

"transferability to other

states"?

.1.1.

Evaluative Procedures and Findings

This sub-objective was unrealistic.

CCC doesn't have all the offerings

or qualified instructors to teach

the second year programs. Some

overcrowding still exists in some

courses. Some courses are taken

by students near the date of their

release from OSCI and they are gone

before they can complete six terms.

There was strong evidence in the

evaluator's interviews with students

and instructors that they believe

students' capacities to compete in

the labor market are enhanced by

their taking VT courses certified

by CCC. Their "marketability" is

improved because employers are aware

of the good reputation CCC has for

thorough training and because the

student tends to be identified more

as a college student and less as a

person who took a course while he

was incarcerated.

1,1. No progress was made relative to

this sub.objective. The proposed

mix of agencies involved did not

include the Educational Coordi-

nating Commission, The Commission

and the Oregon Department of Educa.

tion never came to sufficient agree-

ment on institutional/community

college relationships to support

development of a transportable

model.

27



Articulation Function EYOIL100115
Evaluative Procedures and Findings

C 3. Enroll a minimum of fifty OSCI 3,1 Were 50 enrolled? How select-

residents as full-time Chemeketa ed? Equal distribution among

Community College students in the five vocational areas?

the selected five training areas

during the first three months,

28

VT Course CCC OSCI

Welding Fields Haverkate

Radio 6 TV Circle King

Drafting Stone Holman

Graphics Shaw Miller

The most interaction occurred in

Welding.

As similarities were identified,

conflicts were also noted and re-

solved through compromise with OSCI

switching to CCC requirements or

CCC certifying what OSCI was doing.

In three of four VT areas, OSCI

changed its curricula and practice

to meet existing CCC criteria, In

the fourth area, Drafting, CCC

certified what OSCI was doing.

(Automotive was dropped because

the instructor retired and the

position remained vacant for a

long time during the Project peri-

od.) Appendix G gives an example

of a VT course (Radio 8 TV service)

where OSCI switched to meet CCC

criteria.

1.1.1, Four VT areas were involved, auto.

motive was dropped. Table II on

the next page presents the number

of OSCI residents enrolled as full-

time CCC students in the selected

training areas during each term of

the project year The goal of 50

full-time students was attained

60% fall term, 90% winter term

and 48% spring term, Distribution

among the four VT areas was fairly

well balanced with some preponder-:

tudent-



Educational Services Component

Objective: "Provide educational services (counseling, plan development) to residents on work-training

release and parole".

Educational Services Function
-------

0 1. Increase the utilization of

available resources for voca-

tional training such as Voca-

tional Rehabilitation Division

(VRD), the Comprehensive Em-

ployment and Training Act,

(CETA), Human Resources Agen-

cies, and various student loans,

grants, and programs involved

in the habilitation of offend-

ers,

Evaluative questions_

1.1 What is the utilization level 1,1

or rate at the beginning of the

Project? At the end? What

changes in patterns?

Develop additional community 2.1 Numbers and kinds of community

resources for training/coun- resources developed between

seling opportunities. 7/1/76 and 6/30/77, How and

why were these developed.

30

Evaluative Procedures and Findin s

.1. The most significant increase in

services for students in the

target population was in the num-

ber of Basic Educational Oppor-

tunity Grants (BEOG's) applied

for and received. (The reader

will recall these students are

not eligible for ESEA Title I

or LEAA IMPACT funds so they have

no means of raising tuition money)

The OSCI counselor, Ken Loftin,

worked diligently with the CCC

Financial Aide officer to get

BEOG's for the students. The

OSCI counselor also used the CCC

counselor, Chuck Skirvin, as a

resource person for testing. CETA

and VRD were used extensively for

students on educational release,

CCC identified two counselors and

stationed them on campus to work

with Corrections students. They

were trained in CETA, VRD and cor-

rections programs. The Correc-

tions Division also told them of

Correction's expectations. This

permitted Corrections clients to

identify specific counselors from

whom they could get assistance.

2.1,1. No new community resources for

training/counseling of Corrections

clients were developed at OSCI as

described in 1.1.1. above.
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EVALUATION MATRIX

E Research Component

Objective: "Apply a quasi - experimental research design to the above activities, and report

research results to other community colleges and correctional facilities".

Research Function_

E 1. Randomly select offenders enroll

ed in certificated and non-certi-

ficated vocational education pro-

grams, and examine selected vari-

ables with, appropriate experimental

controls. Assess the impact of

community based vocational training

vs institutional vocational train-

ing.

Evaluative Questions

1.1 Rationale for selection of the

design described in the proposal

Any strata beside certificated/

non-certificated enrollment

status? What variables were

selected and how? What controls

applied? How was attrition

handled?

Evaluative Procedures and Findings

1 1 1 The experimental design for the

research coPponent is presented

on the next page, Thirty-two

students (16 in each of the two

comparison groups were selected by

the OSC1 counselor in terms of the

control variables (Item 4 in the

design) were as follows:

a. Academic Achievement -

No significant difference ex-

cept that the number of GED's

acquired by students enrolled

in CCC courses (Group A) far

exceeded the number acquired

by students enrolled in insti-

tutional courses only (Group

8),

b. Career Awareness -

Group A used CIS more and fol-

lowed upon CIS results more than

Group B. On the Career Maturity

Inventory (See.Appendix U for

a sample profile) the mean per-

centile for Group A on Part 2

"Knowing About Jobs (Occupa.

tional Information) was 86. For

Group 13 the mean percentile was

only 60.
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Resear

E 1.

(cont'd)

h Function Evaluative Questions Evaluative

1 1.1 (cont'd)

c. Skill Levels

On the General Aptitude Test

Battery (GAB) the mean ad-

justed aptitude score (+ 1

standard error of the mean)

for Group A was 122w For

Group B (students enrolled

in institutional courses only)

the mean adjusted aptitude

score was 106. See Appendix

I for a GATB profile.

There appears to be no signif-

icant difference in scores on

skills tests and student pro=

jects between Group A and

Group B students as measured

by VT instructors' evaluations

of student progress.



CORRECTIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION RESEARCH PROJECT

Component E. Research Component

DESIGN

1 Theoretical Base

Adaptation of a Campbell & Stanley Quasi-experimental _Design. In this

type of design, the purpose is to approximate the conditions of the true

experiment in a setting which does not allow the control and/or manipulation

of all relevant variables, e.g., a high rate of attrition.

Hypothesis

Chemeketa Community College-Based vocational education in four designated
vocational areas (Electronic Engineering Technician, Graphic Arts Technician,
Drafting Technician and Welding) provides individual gains faster and is more
comprehensive than Institution-Based vocational education in those four desig-

nated vocational areas.

Comparison Groups

Group A: 4 Institutional residents enrolled in Chemeketa Community
College-Based courses in each of the 4 vocational areas
designated above (16 students).

Group B: 4 Institutional residents enrolled in 4 Institution-Based
courses in each of the 4 vocational areas designated above

(16 students).

4. Bases for Equating Comparison Groups (Control Variables).

a. Time exposed to vocational education courses.
b Age.
c. Education experience prior to beginning of course, Fall 1976.

d. Vocational experience prior to beginning of course, Fall 1976.

e. Degree of institutionalization (e.g. months of residence, number of

sentences, rate of recidivism).

5. Relevant Variables and Instrumentation Exlerimental Variables

a. Academic achievement ( Stanford Achievement Test scores, pre and

periodically).
b. Career awareness (CIS use records, Career Maturity Inventory and

student self-ratings).
c. Skill levels (GATE results) and vocational area skill tests

(Instructors' Evaluation Sheets).



F. Management Component

'Evaluate the management of program components (i.e. guidance, training,

community applications, and integration of various supportive resources),

and disseminate results of this evaluation."

ament

F 1. Define need.

2. Define solution.

Develop management plan.

4. Develop evaluation plan.

Establish commitment to

Project.
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Evaluative Questions

1,1 Is need defined and documented?

2.1 Is solution defined. Rationale?

Any solutions considered and

rejected?

3.1 Is there a management plan?

What is the level of detail?

Are timelines specified? Are

events kept on schedule?

4.1 Is there an evaluation plan

agreed upon by Project staff

and external evaluator,

5.1 FTE allocated to Project by

staff? Other personnel?

Residents? Relationship of

Project to staff's and other

personnel's work.

Evaluative Procedures and Findings

1.1,1 The need for the Project and for

the target population is defined

in the approved Project proposal

and documented in student records.

2.1,1 The solution and rationale are

defined in the approved Project

proposal. No solutions were

considered that were rejected.

3.1.1 The management plan is in the

Project proposal. Events, time-

lines and budgets are specified,

Events took place on schedule.

4,1.1 An evaluation plan, the basis for

this Final Evaluation Report was

agreed upon by the Evaluator and

Project staff in August 1976.

5.1.1 The Project Director allocated

.20 FTE to the project. The

DSC counselor allocated 1.0 FTE.

CCC counselors' were paid for

extended time devoted to the

Project, Vocational instructors

were also paid for extended time.

About ,25 FTE clerical assistance

was allocated to the Project. The

Project activities were a part of

the regular duties of staff in-

volved.
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Man ement Function Evaluative

nduct operations.

tablish external relation-

uestion Evaluative Procedures_ and Findin $

6.1 Are there records of activities?

7.1 Status of external relations

overall? With the SDOE? With

the State System of Higher Edu-

cation (SSHE)? With other ha-

bilitative agencies?

6.1.1 Project activities are well docu-

mented in the offices of the

Project Director, the OSCI coun-

selor and the VT instructors. One

major programmatic change was made

The automotive course was dropped

from the Project because the in-

structor retired and the position

was vacant for a long time during

the Project period.

7.1.1 Interactions have increased great-

ly and relationships have improved

between VT instructors at OSCI and

vocational instructors at CCC.

Trust and respect levels have im-

proved greatly. The students are

the beneficiaries of the improved

relationships. Other external

relationships have experienced no

apparent appreciable change,
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V. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The Correctional Vocational Education Research Project was well planned and

well managed. Pre-grant activities helped pave the way for implementation of the

Project beginning immediately after the grant period started on July 1, 1976.

The Project's major anticipated outcome--"A vocational education program

which clearly demonstrates the capability of community-based training facilities

(in this case, a community college) to provide on-line training in a correctional

setting"--was realized.

The unique population served by the Project had a turnover rate of approxi-

mately 50% during the Project period. Hard data collected by the evaluator was

thus somewhat constrained, particularly where longitudinal measurement of changes

in student characteristics and achievement were involved. But each of the Project's

five objectives was measured relative to its achievement and where necessary the

evaluator states the assumptions and allowances that were made in treating the

data.

A summary of findings relative to each major project objective is as follows:

Component A. Career Goal_ Component

Objective; "Development of attainable career goals for each student.'

This objective was totally achieved. Career goals,

developed jointly by the OSCI counselor and the Project

target population students, are a matter of record on

each student's resident's Career Program Assessment form.

Vocational instructors assist students in identifying and

persuing career goals as part of the daily class activity.



Component B. Instructional Component

Objective: "Motivate and assist each OSCI student to attain his

highest level of academic, vocational, social and

economic development."

The project fell short of attaining this objective in

terms of the attainment levels specified in the pro-

posal. It should be noted, however, that the Project

impact could not have been effective to any great extent

during the period of time covered by the achievement

scores of students in the study sample. Most of the

pretest scores preceded the Project period and because

of attrition and required waiting periods between GED

testing the Project's full effect could not be measured

as early as the period ending June 30, 1977. Moreover,

it should be recognized that the objectives in this

component are academic objectives and thus mainly the

burden of the OSCI school rather than the vocational

training department with which this Project is primarily

concerned,

Component_ C. Institution/Community College Articulation_Component

Objective: "Articulation of institution vocational education program

with community college technical programs and vocational

technical institutes to improve skill training."

This objective was fully achieved. The study and integra-

tion of CCC and OSCI curricula proceeded in an orderly,

well coordinated manner with any conflicts being resolved

through discussion and compromise.
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Component D. Educational Services Component

Objectives: "Provide educational services (counseling, plan develop-

ment) to residents on work-training release and parole."

The most significant increases in services to students

were in the OSCI counselor's efforts to get Basic Edu-

cational Opportunity Grants for them and in the CCC

counselor's services for corrections clients.

Com onent C. Research Component

Objectives: "Apply a quasi- experimental research design to the above

activities and report research results to other community

colleges and correctional facilities."

An experimental design was developed and applied. Two

comparison groups of 16 students each were selected accord-

ing to predetermined control variables. Group A students

were enrolled in CCC courses for college credit, and Group

B students were enrolled in OSCI courses for vocational

certificates only. On three experimental variables --

academic achievement- career awareness and skill levels

Group A students excelled Group B students. Data support

ing the findings included GED completion records, CIS use

records, Career Maturity Inventory scores, and GATB results.

The Project constitutes a model for integration instituion and community-

based education programs that appears to be transportable to other institutions

and agencies at low cost.
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Appendix A

INTERVIEW GUIDE

For Use With Instructional Staff, Correctional Vocational

Educational Research Project

Name

VT Course

1. Describe your course (objectives, content, size, equipment, materials).

2. Use of students' records (achievement test scores, GATB, etc.)

Methods of teaching and learnin

4. Methods of evaluating student progress.

Relationship to CCC and other institutions.

6. Do you know your students' career goals? Career potentials?

What indicators do you look for?

7. Is "careers" part of the content of your course?

Do you have any contact with CETA, Vocational Rehabilitation, Oregon
State Employment Service or others?

General comments .
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Appendix B

INTERVIEW GUIDE

For Use With Instructional Staff, Correctional Vocational

Educational Research Project

Name

VT Course

1. Your education to date? Your next educa onil objective?

2. Describe what you're taking new: (1) Academic, Vocational.

What have you done at OSCI to learn about careers?

4. What is your long-range career plans?

5. Describe the testing and challenging procedures in your class

6. Are you taking courses for GED, or college credits and/or VT certificate?

7. Problems?

General comments:



Appendix C

RESIDENT'S CAREER PROGRAM ASSESSMEN FORM

Program

OSCI Counselor rate:

OSCI #

Sentence Rectd

Tested Grade Level

OSPBI # County

PHA

Number grades completed

Academic Accomplishments:

Work Experience:

CAREER AWARENESS k LISHENTS

C.I. RECOMMENDATIONS:

PR RIENTATIO -INSTRU OR TEACHER COt NTS:

MATERIAL REVIEWED:

TENTATIVE SEER ALSI( BJECTIVES

ACADEMIC /OBJECTIVES WITH TIMETABLE:

INTERNAL:

EXTERNAL:

VOCATIONAL-OCCUPATIONAL OBJECTIVE WITH TIMET LE:

INTERBA/:

EXTERNAL:
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rApp=uul.

SAMPLE RESIDENT'S CAREER PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

Mr. Simpson

lame:

Program

OSCI Counselor

OSCI # aims OSPBI

Sentence 3 years

rested Grade Level

koademic Accomplishments:

Vork Experience: None ve

9.1

Count De sc_hu:

Rec'd 9-15-76 PHD EERD 9-15-78 d.o.b.6-21-55

Number grades completed

Resident claims completion of _11th grade at'

led

11th

CAREER AWARENESS ACCOMPLISHMENTS

RECOMENDATIONS:

CIS print out does not confirm stated interest in Carpentry & Cabinetmaking or Body & Fender

Repair

)R ORIENTATION-IN STRU_ TEACHER COMMENTS:

Carpentry &.Cabinet - predicted success in training poor
Body & Fender - predicted success in training - fair

IATERIAL REVIEWED:

SAT-GATB scores, personal interview, Education Interview Fo
Forms.

Shop Visit and Interview

TENTATIVE CAREER GOALS/OBJECTIVES

vaimac GOALS/OBJECTIVES WITH TIMETABLE:

INTERNAL:

To develop skills a h, spelling and language and pass GED exams.

EXTERNA

OCATIONAL-OCCUPATION_ OBJECTIVES WITH TIMETABLE:

To complete VT Body and Fender Repair in approx. 10 months from date of entry.

EXTERNAL:

294-2-303
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APPENDIX F

LE OF COURSE INTEGR TICK, CCC CERTIFIES (SCI COURSE

MEMORANDUM

KEN LOFTON, COORDINATOR
OREGON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE TRAINING

FRANK T. STONE OS

SUBJECT: MEETING NOVEMBER 9

DATE: 12 NOVEMBER 1976

This third meeting at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday appeared to be most

productive. Gordon Holman has been putting in 8 hours a week on

the revision of the Drafting Curriculum. Gordon has left me a

copy of his report dated November 4 to forward to you The major

problem he has as an instructor is book work, record keeping, etc.

Allowance to do this work is not reflected in his schedule as he

holds class 35 hours per week. I suggest that some effort be made

to help him in this respect.
His information in this report indicates to one that he is well

along in his revision process. I have made some suggestions to him

and he and I agree to his projections for the present.

The disposition of class time and the "open entry" aspect of OCI

training create the biggest problems. We are suggesting some ideas

in this respect. Perhaps "packaging" courses is an answer. There

could be others. I have suggested a time-frame approach and will

help him develop one if he decides to try this approach.

Page 3 of his report shows how well his programs can be adjusted

to our curriculum. I feel confident that we are on the right track.

We concluded our meeting at 4:15 p.m. May I say again that I

feel we should have a meeting with you at your earliest convenience.

FTS:jak
CC: R. L. Latham

Wm. Slonecker
G. Holman
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OREGON STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATION

To: Ken Loftin, Coordinator Dace: Novem'omr. 1976

From: Gordon Holman, Drafting Instructor

Subject: COORDINATION OF 0501 VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND

OftEMEKETA DOIVETNETY COLLEGE,

As _ reeult of the coordination thus far between Frank Stone of CCC and myself,

we will be able to offer the CCC courses shown on the bottom half of the attached

diagram at this time. (The top halt of the diagram shows the strurture of our

drafting program prior to the current coordination with CCC.)

The initial changes consist primarily of regrouping col rse units under a varle

of sub-titles to coincide with various courses being offered at COO.

In order to accomplish an orderly reorganization of the program units, it will be

necessary for me to rise the current course outlines, assignment sheets, grading

record forms, training hour record logs (daily and monthly) and other miscellaneous

material. Since these revisions in printed material are necessary, I feel that

we should also switch to the same text that CCC uses for the "Basic" and "Mechanical"

areas. We are currently using the same texts as CCC in the "Architectural" and

"Cartographic" areas.

In the process of rewriting our printed material to accomplish an orderly change-

over, I am evaluating each CCC course outline and project assignment sheet in detail

to insure that our program will be equivalent in each area.

Overall initial observations are:

(1 ) Machine Drafting I -

294.1,001

I will add a few projects in the area of orthographic Projection.

Geometric Construction projects are integrated in other projects at

CCC as at OSCI.

chine Draftin 7 I

A fei e projects in the area of Auxiliary Views will be added.

A new sub unit on Revolutions will be added consisting of the same

two projects as at CCC..
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ine Draft III -

Our system of teaching this area by a larger number of smaller

projects will be maintained rather than one large project to

cover the first two thirds of this course as is done at CCC.

(4) Sketching

Five additional projects have been added to include shading.

(5) Drafting Room Computations

CCC's course is strictly involved with mathematical computations.

Our program includes the use of these computations in the construe

tion of graphic presentations.

(6) Cam and Gear Drafting -

Appears to be identical with ours.

(7) Sheetmetal Drafting -

This section of our course will remain about e sane, but we will

switch to the same workbook used at CCC.

Architectural Drafting

It appears our course
I and II.

Carta rar hie Dra

n ly equivalent to COG's Arch. Drafting

Our program consists of considerably more projects in this area. At

this time it appears we will be able to offer the COO courses titled

"NNpping and Flatting" and "Civil Drafting."

Our program, in addition, includes assignments in the area of map
production which could fessably be accredited by the Oregon State

Dept. of Education as a seperate course for additional credits even
though it is not offered at CCC.

GB: st

cc: B. Byers
F. Stone
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BASIC. DFUrTING

Basic techniques

Letter*
Orthcmpliie Proseetion

Ditersioning
._-ectlet Views

tnci2itiry Views

IsonetTle Views

Oblique nevi

erepective0

Retail-1g

Charts & Graphs

Drafti.mg Fields

hwall DBAFTING I SEICHINI3

DRAFTING PROGRAM
DSCI

Basic Techniques Orthographic

Letterit Isornetrka

Orhorephic Projection Perspective

Shading

Socingownag II

Section ;floe
iluiliery news
Revolution.

'WHINE DEARING III

UNICA

Precision Dimensioning

Threads & Fasteners

Welding Doris,

Developments & Int.

Gears

Bearings

Cams

Production Dugs,

CA' iGEARS

SHEENTAL DRAFT,

DRAFT, RN. CDISO

Calculator

Charts & Graphs

Shop Processes

Dionsicaing
Preinicn Dimensioning
Thjegis & Fasteners

Worltirg Dna,

lsobetric Yievs
:OblLque neve

Perspectiveg

5 2 Alf) ..

ARCHIITCTURAL

Construction Practice

Basic Techniques

ari zation

Plannin,g

Presentation

Working Dwgs,

Design

Planning

Presentation
Working No.

bECIi.__DRAFT. I

-ARCH DRAM II

Map Beading

Map Plotting

Map Measuring

Protiles
Map Production

111733 & P4ATTING,

(Related Subjects

TECHNICAL MATH

COMMUNICATION 91IIGLS C)

tl

EMPLDBELKUNS ®

PSYCHOLOGY



TO:

STATE OF OREGON

Leo

APPENDIX 6
INTEROFFICE MEMO

SAMPLE OF COURSE WEGRATI CI MEETS CCC.CRITERIA

FROM: ,Loh n P.

SUBJECT: Course Curriculun

DATE: June 34

Instructor Radio TV Service

1977

The OSCI Radio - TV Servicing program has paralleled the course outlines of the saes

as developed by Chemeketa College.

The OSO1 program wss in the process of changing the curriculum when this program was

initiated last year. Therefore the most progressive solution vas to adopt the Chemeketa

outline and use the same text books.

I have developed my own evaluation tests on this materiel and added additional projects

as required for individual students.

The following portions of the coarse nay be taught at 0501.

4.255

4.256
4.257
4.258
4.259
4.260
4.262
4.263

4.264
4.265
4.266
4.267
4.268
4.269
4.270
4.271
4.274

DC - AC Theory
DC - AC Theory Lab
Electronic Devices
Electronic Devices Lab
Transistors and Circuits Theory
Uree of Instruments
Electronic Principles
Electronic Principles Lab
Radio Servicing
Radio Servicing Lab
Television Principles
Television Principles Lab
Television Servicing
Television Servicing Lab
FM and_ HiFi Theory
FM and HIFI= Lab
Logical Trouble Shooting

Due to the lack of up to date test equipment and up to date lab trainer projects, portions

of the Chemeketa curriculum was not offered at OSCI. I am nourworking on developing this

portion of my course with a target time of 2 to 4 years as monies are minable.
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